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ABSTRACT 
 

In meeting with the challenge of energy crisis, biodiesel emerges as an important renewable and 
environmental-friendly fuel to support the world demand. To enable the industrial process to be more efficient, 
understanding on the process characteristic of biodiesel production through modeling is crucial for process 
optimization and control. Artificial Neural Network (ANN) was used to predict the dynamic trending for 10 
reaction components based on the input parameter of time. The ANN used is feed-forward type with single 
hidden layer and coupled with Levenberg-Marquardt (LM) training algorithm. To illustrate the capability of 
ANN, the case study from literature with base-catalyzed transesterification on Jatropha curcas-waste food oil 
mixture with potassium hydroxide as catalyst is presented. The input neuron represents time and the output 
neurons are concentrations of all 10 reaction components inclusive of catalyst, free fatty acid and soap. The 
trained 3-layer ANN had shown the most satisfied performance with low number of hidden neurons. No 
significant improvement noted from the changes of initial range of weights and biases. The newly proposed 
updating method for damping factor in LM algorithm had reduced the number of epochs and thus improved the 
simulation time against the default method. Setting the updating factor of damping factor to be higher than unity 
is noted to contribute to lower number of epochs. The optimized ANN has shown great performance and 
potential for the application on real process modeling and control in biodiesel production process. 
 
Key words: transesterification, mean squared error, correlation coefficient, optimization, Levenberg-Marquardt  
                   algorithm 
 
Introduction 
 

The World Energy Forum reveals that the fossil-based oil, coal and gas reserves are predicted to be 
exhausted in less than another ten decades (Sharma and Singh, 2008). According to the latest British Petroleum 
(BP) statistical review on work energy (BP, 2012), the worldwide reserve of oil and natural gas up to the end of 
year 2011 can only cater for consumption duration of 51 years and 59 years, respectively. However with the 
limited resources, the combustion of fossil fuel has even been elevated due to industrial activities, technology, 
transportation, energy generation and business development and improvement of living (Juan et al., 2010). 
Apart from that, heat-trapping greenhouse gases and other hazardous gases resulted by combustion of fossil 
fuels have significantly increased at atmosphere over the past decades (Palligarnai and Boyi, 2010). Owing to 
the abovementioned issues, the discovery of renewable and sustainable energy source is now critical for 
resolving the environmental problem and to improve the energy security. 

Production of biodiesel has been considered as a promising source of being renewable, more energy-
efficient and highly biodegradable fuel. Biodiesel is environmental friendlier because it emits better quality of 
exhaust gases which contains less CO2 and sulfur oxide (SOx), unburnt hydrocarbon, particulate matters and 
aromatics (Hideki et al., 2001; Palligarnai and Boyi, 2010). Transesterification, out of other primary biodiesel 
production methods like direct use and blending, micro-emulsions and thermal cracking (pyrolysis), is the most 
commonly adopted method of converting oils to biodiesel (Dennis et al., 2009). Transesterification takes place 
when triglycerides react chemically with straight chain aliphatic alcohols (e.g. methanol or ethanol) or acetate to 
form esters of fatty acids, namely biodiesel, and glycerol (trihydric alcohol) as by-products, with the presence of 
catalyst or enzyme (Marchetti et al., 2007; Siddharth and Sharma, 2010). From the chemical reaction, one mol 
of triglyceride reacts with three mols of alcohols to produce three mols of esters as biodiesel and one mol of 
glycerol as by-products. Among the transesterification reactions, catalyzed-transesterification which uses 
alkaline catalyst (such as sodium hydroxide, potassium hydroxide, sodium methoxide and potassium methoxide) 
is proven to generate high yield of biodiesel (>0.8 g/g oil) and by-product glycerol in relatively short reaction 
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time (20 to 60 mins) and high concentration (nearly 100%) (Yee and Bhatia, 2010). However, transesterification 
process does pose the drawbacks such as high energy requirement, and difficulty in glycerol and catalyst 
recovery (Srivathsan et al., 2008). Besides, the cost of the oil feedstock in producing biodiesel is high whereby 
it takes about 60 to 80% especially when facing competition on edible oils (Juan et al., 2010). Therefore, 
biodiesel production cost is still higher than petro-diesel, and the people may consider biodiesel as less 
financially profitable and less attractive for vast commercialization. Albeit its advantages of high yield and short 
reaction time, chemical-catalyzed transesterification still portrays several issues such as pretreatment of 
feedstock (those with high content of FFA and water), recovery of glycerol, removal of catalyst and energy 
intensive nature such as high stirring speed and high temperature (Charpe, T.W., Rathod, V.K., 2010).  

Over the constraints, merits and demerits posed by biodiesel, the challenge in improving the process 
efficiency is still exist as it contributes to lower down the production cost. In this case, the modeling and process 
control tool which functions to effectively capture the process characteristic and control the process, is crucial 
for achieving highest efficiency and lowest production cost. Process modeling is an activity to interpret the 
process characteristic into mathematical representation and it serves for ultimate sake of process control and 
improvement. Therefore, the quality of modeling could directly affect the plant operation. For biodiesel reaction, 
the main target variable of the modeling is the concentration change of every chemical component. 
Conventionally, the process models for catalyzed transesterification were usually developed in the form of 
ordinary differential equation (ODE). The ODE relates the change of reaction component concentrations with 
the time while the ODE function involves reaction components concentration as well as the reaction rate 
constants. For instance, Hanny et al. (2010) had developed the models where the rate constants were found 
using curve fitting method by software KINTECTUS (version 3.961). Alternatively, the model can be formed 
using response surface methodology (RSM) based on central composite rotatable design (CCRD). The model 
can then be regressed using analysis of variance (ANOVA) by software Design Expert, as conducted by 
researchers Jibrail et al. (2008), Hameed et al. (2009) and Machavaram et al. (2008). However, it is noted that 
the conventional modeling method employs more effort in developing the model especially in determining the 
model coefficients. When the number of models and coefficients are high, this could make the modeling work 
becomes more complicated and tedious. In addition, extra computational effort will also be incurred if the 
structure of the model is complex.  

Considering the fact of importance of modeling in biodiesel process and the room of improvement of 
existing modeling method, artificial neural network (ANN) was used in this study to model the biodiesel 
reaction. To illustrate the application of ANN, the case study for base-catalyzed transesterification process is 
presented. ANN performs black box modeling by rapidly linking the input to the output without the need to 
determine the coefficients in the original kinetics models. By resembling the neuron architecture and the nature 
of information processing in human brain, ANN works with the combination of a number of closely 
interconnected nodes for information distribution and processing (Baughman and Liu, 1995). By having the 
hidden layer processes with activation function like hyperbola tangent sigmoid, the ANN is capable to model the 
highly complex or even illness-contained data. In this study, the input-output data for the base-catalyzed 
transesterification process was generated from the ODE models developed by Hanny et al. (2010). ANN was 
used to predict the dynamics of each chemical component involved in the transesterification process. The entire 
ANN program was developed using function of m-file in software Matlab® version 7.0.4 (Stephen, 2010). The 
ANN was developed with the feature of being single hidden layer, feed-forward type and coupled with 
Levenberg-Marquardt (LM) training algorithm (Levenberg, 1994; Marquard, 1963). 

This study is aimed to perform modeling on biodiesel transesterification process by using self-developed 
ANN program, as well as the optimization of ANN performance. Unlike the available ANN toolbox, this ANN 
program contains all the adjustable network parameters that could be manipulated. Apart from that, ANN 
training sequence was self-designed with unique protocol to ensure the feature of continuous error reduction and 
high prediction accuracy to the trained ANN. This study also presents the optimization of ANN performance 
based on the parameters such as number of hidden neurons, initial range of weights and biases, and the use of 
new updating method for damping factor in LM method. During simulation, the ANN was trained to capture the 
dynamic pattern of concentration change for the chemical components in transesterification process. After 
simulation, the ANN performance was analyzed and discussed based on statistical parameters such as mean 
squared error (MSE) and correlation coefficient (R), and training parameter likes number of epoch, whereby it 
intimates the best fit of the simulated curve (Steven and Raymond, 2003).  

 
Material and Methods 

 
The research methodology in this study was designed to assess the ANN capability in modeling the 

biodiesel reaction concentration data which appears in continuous form. This study was executed sequentially 
based on three major tasks, which are (1) input-output data generation, (2) development of computational 
program, and (3) network performance analysis and discussion, as described in the following section. 
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Input-Output Data Generation.  
 
From the literature by Hanny et al. (2010), there were totally 10 individual ODE models represent the 

dynamics of concentration for each reaction component. Those models are developed based on the below 10 
reaction kinetics by assuming reaction rate is elementary. Those 10 reaction components involved are 
triglycerides (TG), diglycerides (DG), monoglyceride (MG), methanol (M), base (OH), ester (E), glycerol (G), 
soap (A), free fatty acid (FFA) and water (W). Eq (1-3) represent the transesterification reaction in three 
sequential steps, while Eq (4-8) represent soap formation reaction due to the usage of base catalyst. The 
complete ODE functions based on the reaction kinetics of base-catalyzed transesterification are shown in Eq (9-
18). Referring to the information by Hanny et al. (2010), the initial concentration for each chemical component 
were calculated and tabulated in Table 1. The various set of input-output data were generated using software 
Polymath program as ODE solver. 

 

OH  E DG    OH  M TG 
k1

k2
                                 (1) 

OH  E MG    OH  M DG 
k3

k4
                                              (2) 

OH  E G    OH  M MG 
k5

k6
                                                  (3) 

 
Reaction kinetics for soap formation by glycerides, ester and free fatty acids are: 
 

M A    OH  E k8                                                                                  (4) 

DG A    OH TG k9                                                    (5) 

MG A    OH DG k10                                                       (6) 

G A    OH MG k11                                                        (7) 

 WA    OH FFA k12                                                        (8) 
 
Based on the reaction equations, the kinetics models for each component are developed as displayed in Eq 

(9-18) below: 
 

dt

]TG[d
 = [OH] (-k1 [TG][M] + k2 [DG][E] – k9 [TG])                                                  (9) 

dt

]DG[d
 = [OH] (k1 [TG][M] – k2 [DG][E] – k3 [DG][M] + k4 [MG][E]                    (10) 

  + k9 [TG] - k10 [DG]) 

dt

]MG[d
 = [OH] (k3 [DG][M] – k4 [MG][E] – k5 [MG][M] + k6 [G][E]                                                   (11) 

  + k10 [DG] - k11 [MG] 

dt

]G[d
 = [OH] (k5 [MG][M] – k6 [G][E] + k11 [MG])                                                                            (12) 

dt

]E[d
 = [OH] (k1 [TG][M] – k2 [DG][E] + k3 [DG][M] – k4 [MG][E]                                                 (13) 

  + k5 [MG][M] - k6 [G][E] – k8 [E]) 

dt

]M[d
 = -[OH] (k1 [TG][M] – k2 [DG][E] + k3 [DG][M] – k4 [MG][E]                                                (14) 

  + k5 [MG][M] - k6 [G][E] – k8 [E]) 

dt

]OH[d
 = [OH] (-k8 [E] – k9 [TG] – k10 [DG] – k11 [MG] – k12 [FFA])                                                  (15) 

dt

]A[d
 = -[OH] (-k8 [E] – k9 [TG] – k10 [DG] – k11 [MG] – k12 [FFA])                                                 (16) 

dt

]W[d
 = k12 [FFA][OH]                                                                (17) 
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dt

]FFA[d
 = -k12 [FFA][OH]                                                 (18) 

 
Table 1: Initial Weight of Chemical Reaction Components 

Oil Component Weight Percent (%wt) 
Weight Molecular Weight 

(g/mol) 
No. of Mol 

Unit kg Unit g 
TG 89.9000 0.4495 449.5000 857.4000 0.5243 
DG 6.6000 0.0330 33.0000 602.3000 0.0548 
MG 2.4000 0.0120 12.0000 347.2000 0.0346 
FFA 1.0000 0.0050 5.0000 278.5000 0.0180 
W 0.1000 0.0005 0.5000 18.0000 0.0278 
Total  100.0000 0.5000 500.0000 - 0.6593 

 
From the generated 100 sets of input-output data, it was sorted out randomly to 80 sets of training data, 13 

sets of testing data and remaining 7 sets of validation data. With 10 different outputs, it gives output of 800 
training data, 130 testing data and 70 validation data. Each set of data is given as one input variable as time, and 
to simulate 10 outputs data which appears in different process range using the single hidden layer ANN. With all 
those output components combined into a single network, therefore the developed network would capable to 
model the all 10 units of output at the similar time. The ANN used is only having single hidden layer which 
denotes the simplest structure of ANN. 

 
Development of Computational Program: 

 
The computational program Matlab is the main medium used in this study to simulate the ANN modeling. 

The ANN program was written as feed-forward single hidden layer network. From Figure 1, the simulation was 
initiated by the optimization with the manipulation of number of hidden neurons, initial range of weights and 
biases, and the updating method of damping factor in LM algorithm. Meanwhile, ANN sequences are executed 
in three phrases which are training, testing and validation phase prior to asserting the generated ANN model as 
successful and robust. The program was initiated by loading the training, testing and validation data and 
subsequently followed by data scaling to obtain zero mean and unity standard deviation. Before scaling, the data 
might be added with noise at some extent according to the percentage of mean on each individual output, for the 
purpose of studying the ability of ANN to handle noisy data. After scaling, weights and biases will be generated 
using random number in order to excite or initiate the network calculation. In training phase, the scaled training 
data were applied with fixed number of epochs. In every epoch, LM algorithm was used to calculate the 
adjustment rate of weights and biases by Jacobian matrix (error derivative over each weight and bias), error 
gradient, Hessian matrix and damping factor.  

In training phase, the training mean squared error (MSE) is calculated instantaneously and compared with 
the previous error in iteration in order to ensure continuous training error reduction. Else, the damping factor in 
LM algorithm will be multiplied with fixed factor of 10 in order to obtain the new damping factor, and the 
calculation is repeated again. This iteration will continue until the error is less than the previously registered 
error. The training will be stopped when the MSE for training phase has reached the self-defined error goal. The 
testing phase is designated as cross-validation phase whereby the weights and biases obtained in training phase 
is applied to testing data set and the testing MSE is calculated. The calculated testing error will be compared 
with the initial testing MSE and the error goal which is similar value used in training phase. If the new testing 
error is larger than the previous testing MSE or the error goal, the network learning will be prompted to training 
phase again and the training will be re-initiated using the last calculated weights and biases. If the calculated 
testing error is lower than the error goal, the testing phase will be stopped and proceeded to validation phase. In 
validation phase, there is no any parameters adjustment but to calculate the MSE using validation data as final 
assessment of the network performance. The newly developed ANN is defined as successful only when the 
MSE for all three phases have concurrently met the error goal. This configuration is aimed to ensure the 
presence of overfitting problem with the ANN. Validation step is critical to provide final judgment to the ANN 
performance by using several data selected randomly over the whole range of input data. As summary, the 
training protocol of this self-developed ANN possesses the features, such as (1) continuous error reduction 
during ANN training, (2) testing phase as cross-validation to avoid overfitting issue, (3) re-training after testing 
phase for continual reduction of error if the MSE cannot be lower than error goal in testing phase, and (4) final 
judgment by validation phase prior to declaring ANN as well-trained. 
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Fig. 1: General ANN training sequences in three phases 
 

Network Performance Optimization: 
 
ANN performance optimization was performed by varying the selected training parameters easily through 

the self-developed m-file. The mentioned parameters are inherent values in the program such as the effect of 
number of hidden neurons, initial range of weights and biases, and new updating method of damping factor in 
LM method. For the number of hidden neurons, its variation will change the structure as well as the 
performance of the network. The hidden neuron was varied from 1 to 15 neurons. Changing of the initial range 
of weights and biases is inferred to give some impacts to the LM algorithm. Default range is [-1:1], where it was 
expanded equally to both negative and positive ends in interval of one unit to [-15:15]. For the damping factor, it 
is often defined as value 10 in conventional algorithm. A new and general method was used to update the 
damping factor by relating it linearly to the calculated MSE so that it could increase and decrease in more 
flexible way. The simulation results were finalized and summarized in table and graphical form for better 
analysis and discussion. The ANN performance was examined based on the statistical data of MSE, R and 
number of epochs. The equation of MSE and R are related to actual and predicted values, and displayed as Eq 
(19) and (20) respectively. 

 

MSE =  
2n

1i
predi,acti, yy 

n

1


                       (19) 
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If training MSE is lower 
than error goal 

If testing MSE is lower 
than error goal

If not reaching 
error goal, re-training will 

be prompted. 

Training Phase: training data is executed 
with LM algorithm for error reduction. 

Testing Phase: testing data is simulated 
using the weights and biases generated in 

training phase. 

Validation Phase: simulation with 
validation data is executed and MSE is 

calculated.  

If the MSE for 3 phases are mutually lower than the error goal, 
ANN is considered as successfully-trained. 

ANN Performance Optimization 

Number of  
Hidden Neurons 

Initial Range of 
Weights and Biases 

Updating Method of Damping 
Factor in LM Algorithm 
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where, 
yi.act = actual value of variable y 
yi.pred = predicted value of variable y  
 

Results and Discussion 
 

Optimal Number of Hidden Neurons: 
 
The simulation was executed by varying the number of hidden neurons with fixed error goal of 0.001 in 

order to understand the limit of ANN over the change of hidden neurons. According to Hornik et al. (1989), 
feedforward network with only one hidden layer and sufficiently large number of neurons can map any input to 
each output at any arbitrary degree of accuracy. This study is aimed to understand the effect of the number of 
hidden neurons to the network performance. Error goal is an important parameter to determine the accuracy of 
the prediction. However, setting too low of error goal would be challenging the limit of the ANN when the LM 
method reaches saturation in iteration. Generally, MSE relates to R and hence high value of MSE produces low 
value of R, resulting in poor agreement of the model to the data. The overall MSE considers the mean error for 
all training, testing and validation data as a whole. Figure 2 shows the result of ANN performance according to 
number of epochs and MSE. With 1 hidden neuron, the training epochs and MSE is the poorest at 1.3611x 10-4 
where its R value is exceptionally low at 0.8495. It shows significant and immediate improvement when the 
hidden neuron was increased from 1 to 2 units with MSE at 2.0920 x 10-5 and R improved to 0.9957. However, 
the total epochs reach maximum number of 2,500 when ANN experiences higher computational effort to 
optimize the network parameters. When hidden neuron was increased to 3 units, it reduces the overall MSE and 
more significantly, the number of epochs to 47 (if compared with 2,500 epochs with 2 hidden neurons). This 
shows that the network configuration affects the convergence and thus narrows down the extent of MSE. With 
subsequent increasing of hidden neuron to 5 units, the prediction performance is improved slightly. But, both the 
overall MSE and number of epochs show no further change when the hidden neuron is more than 5 units. The 
ANN in this case portrays clear region of performance with the hidden neurons lower than 3 units and more than 
3 units. 

Hidden layer with 5 neurons was selected as the most optimized ANN structure because no significant 
improvements or changes occur when it was increased to 6 units and above. With 5 hidden neurons, the overall 
MSE shown is low until 7.8 x 10-6 with R2 of 0.9995 while the number of training epoch is only 26. Higher 
number of hidden neurons would result in more complicated processing effort in training and prediction 
simulation due to the reason of increased number of network parameter. Referring to the ANN simulated model 
over the actual data of for TG, MG and E as displayed in Figure 3, ANN model is in agreement with the actual 
data almost perfectly at every section of the curve. It is evident that the ANN model is able to link the output of 
10 reaction components altogether in a single model even though there are some differences in the range of the 
data. This has shown as added value or capacity of ANN to model multiple output system without creating 
multiple models which could be a burden for subsequent computational works.  

Apart from that, this shows the robustness of ANN whereby the increased number of output data does not 
really complicate the ANN structure in terms of number of hidden neurons. Referring to Figure 4, the MSE at 
training phase decreased steadily over the training epoch and eventually reached the error goal at relatively low 
number of epochs, which is 26. This proves that the ANN with LM algorithm has shown great robustness and 
capability in capturing the dynamic trending for high amount of outputs with moderately low number of hidden 
neurons, as well as the simpler structure of network. However, overfitting problem does not occur in this case 
with hidden neurons higher than 10 units, viewing that the training, testing and validation phase have all 
achieved the error target and this proves that a good modeling was completed. 
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Fig. 2: ANN Performance Based on Number of Epochs and MSE 

 
Fig. 3: Actual and Predicted Training Data for TG, G and E (with 0% Noise) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 4: MSE Trend over Epochs during Training Phase versus Target MSE (Training Error 0.00096936, Error  
            Goal 0.001) 
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Effect of Initial Range of Weights and Biases: 

 
Initial weights and biases denote the initial guess of weights and biases in order to excite and initiate the 

ANN training. In this simulation, it was generated as random number within specific range and subsequently 
being adjusted according to LM algorithm. Default range of initial weights and biases can be set within -1 and 1 
(Nguyen and Widrow, 1990). This range was enlarged equally as [-2:2], to [-15:15], for the purpose of studying 
the ANN performance with larger range of initial weights and biases. In this simulation, the ANN displayed 
slight improvement in performance when the initial weights and biases were varied to larger range. 

The initial range of [-1:1] is set as benchmark with result of MSE 7.8 x 10-6 and R 0.9995. As shown in 
Figure 5, further enlarging the range had lowered down the MSE to lowest value of 4.47 x 10-6 and highest R at 
0.9998 using the range [-6:6], [-8:8] and [-11:11]. However, the initial range of [-2:2] was selected as optimized 
range as it showed relatively good improvement if compared with default range of [-1:1] and there is no any 
remarkable changes from range [-3:3] onward. The result for initial range of [-2:2] are MSE 4.5 x 10-6, R 0.9998 
and number of epochs as 26. The moderately high range of initial weights and biases could only provide 
marginal improvement to the performance. As summary, the initial range did not significantly influence the 
network performance. Besides, this also proves that LM algorithm has assured steady and efficient convergence 
of error in ANN training regardless of initial input of weights and biases. 

 
New Updating Method of Damping Factor in LM Method: 

 
As default updating method to the damping factor, λ in LM algorithm in Eq (21), when the MSE is larger 

than previous MSE, λ will be increased by multiplying with a pre-defined factor of v with default value of 10. 
Vice-versa, the damping factor will be divided by the similar v factor when the error is reduced after comparing 
with previous value. However, this updating method does not consider the extent of error but rather to multiply 
with a constant value, as below formula: 

 

λI)δ + J(JT  =   , βxy-f J i
T                                                    (21) 

 
where, 
J  =  Jacobian matrix 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 5: Trend of MSE and R with Variation of Initial Weights and Biases 
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)β,f(xi   = Predicted output 

 
New λ  = Old λ + (Old λ x 9)                              (22) 

 
From Eq (22) above, it is understood that the new λ is formed by old λ and summed with 9 times of old λ. 

The constant multiplying factor is 9 and it is not affected or varied by the extent of error or other parameters. It 
is to propose that to vary this multiplying factor according to the extent of error and hence its increment will be 
accelerated when the error is large and dampened when the error becomes minor. The new updating formula is 
modified as the structure below as Eq (23): 

 
New λ = Old λ + Old λ x [(MSE – EG) x Mul/Div]                      (23) 

 
With this method, the new λ is multiplied by a factor of (MSE – EG) x Mul/Div, where MSE is the 

calculated mean squared error, EG is error goal, Mul is multiplier and Div is divider. The Old λ is multiplied by 
the difference of calculated MSE and error goal. The larger the difference, it gives larger product factor to the λ. 
This factor is also coupled with Mul/Div, where Mul is to set for acceleration of the factor while Div is to 
dampen the factor. Larger value of Mul will boost for faster increment of λ while larger of Div will slow down 
the increment of the whole updating factor. In this study, the value of Mul/Div was varied from 1/3 to 25/3, for 
purpose of studying the effect of this updating factor to the overall performance of ANN. It is also aimed to 
judge the difference when using the updating factor (Mul/Div) which is lower and higher than unity value. 
Theoretically, setting of Mul/Div to be more than unity will further accelerate the damping factor when the error 
difference is large, and vice versa. Taking the result of ANN from the study on initial range of weights and 
biases, it is benchmarked at MSE 4.5 x 10-6, R 0.9995 and number of epochs as 26. From Table 2, it is noted that 
the number of epochs for the proposed updating method with all the studied factors from 1/3 to 25/3, are lower 
than the default method. When the updating factor was set lower than unity, which is 0.333, the improvement in 
terms of epochs is about 22%. When the updating factor was increased to be higher than unity which is from 
1.000 to 8.333, the improvement is even more significant and it is counted as more than 59%. In this study, the 
value of Mul/Div of 25/3 was selected as the final setting because it generated lowest number of epochs as 14 
and thus highest improvement of 71.4% compared with default method.  

Overall, the number of epochs has been reduced under the application of new updating method. Therefore, 
the training time is reduced as well as the computational efforts. However, faster adjustment of damping factor 
did not contribute to the improvement of MSE and R, but the simulation duration. The flexible adjustment of the 
damping factor could be considered as the proportional value in controller setting where it reflects the extent of 
error to the controller output. The adjustment of damping factor plays the same concept to promote the error 
reduction with faster approach using relatively less effort. Its effect would be more significant if the data 
appears in more complicated form which dampens the simulation time. Coupled with the result of hidden 
neurons and initial range of weights and biases, the ANN was optimized in terms of number of epochs, and 
produces the final result of MSE 4.99 x 10-6 and R of 0.9998 with number of epochs of 14. 

 
Table 2: ANN Performance Data under New and Default Updating Method 

Mul Div Mul/Div Overall MSE Corr Coefficient (R) No. of 
Epochs 

Improvement of 
Epochs (%) 

Default Method - 4.5000E-06 0.9998 49 - 
1 3 0.333 4.4500E-06 0.9998 38 22.4 
3 3 1.000 4.4100E-05 0.9998 18 63.3 
5 3 1.667 1.7090E-05 0.9997 16 67.3 
10 3 3.333 4.6200E-06 0.9998 20 59.2 
15 3 5.000 4.9400E-06 0.9998 17 65.3 
20 3 6.667 4.6600E-06 0.9998 15 69.4 
25 3 8.333 4.9900E-06 0.9998 14 71.4 

 

Comparison of Results: 
 
As summary to all three studies conducted in analyzing the optimal hidden neurons, initial range of weights 

and biases, and new updating method of damping factor in LM method, the results were tabulated in Table 3. 
ANN was optimized to 5 units of hidden neurons and simple structure of [1, 5, 10] was generated. The ANN had 
portrayed good prediction capability with MSE at 7.80 x 10-6, R as 0.9995 and number of epoch at 26. The ANN 
did not produce significant improvement with enlarged range of initial weights and biases but rather, it further 
proved the robust convergent capability by LM algorithm whereby the convergence was performed as desired 
regardless of the range of initial guess of weights and biases being fed to the network. However, the initial range 
of [-2:2] had produced slightly better result than the study on number of hidden neurons, which refers to MSE of 
4.50 x 10-6 and R as 0.9998.  
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Using the new updating method by correlating the MSE linearly to the change of damping factor in LM 
algorithm, it portrayed promising result for generating shorter epochs in training phase compared with default 
method. This is believed to be due to the accelerated change of damping factor to cause faster convergence of 
error and thus generated shorter simulation cycles. Updating factor of 25/3 as Mul/Div was selected as the 
optimum setting because it gives best result with epochs of 14 only. Coupling all the optimization studies, ANN 
performance was improved in all three criteria of MSE, R and number of epochs. ANN had shown good 
agreement with almost perfect matching of predicted curve to actual dynamic data in biodiesel production 
process. From these three case studies, it was noted that ANN was well-trained and robust without manifesting 
overfitting issue in both testing and validation phase. For the practical application of ANN in biodiesel 
production, the data collection would be the critical part and it should be sufficient to cover the overall pattern 
of the trending. In this case, online analyzer is suggested to be used for more thorough data collection. 

 
Table 3: Summary of ANN Performance Result for All Studies 

Study Overall MSE Correlation Coefficient 
(R) 

No. of Epochs 

(a) No. of hidden neuron (5 units) 7.8000E-06 0.9995 26 
(b) Initial range of weights and biases at [-2:2] 4.5000E-06 0.9998 49 
(c) New updating method to damping factor (Mul/Div 

as 25/3) 
4.9900E-06 0.9998 14 

 
Conclusions: 

 
The ANN model for the dynamic change of reaction component concentration in biodiesel production from 

base-catalyzed transesterification process was generated. The single hidden layer ANN was trained based on the 
self-designed program and training sequences. The ANN performance optimization was conducted based on 
number of hidden neurons, initial range of weights and biases, and new updating method for damping factor in 
LM algorithm. The ANN with five hidden neurons showed satisfactory result of low MSE of 7.80 x 10-6 and 
high R of 0.9995 with training epochs of 26 only. Enlarging the range of initial weights and biases did not 
improve the final result significantly but rather it further proved the efficient convergence capability of the LM 
algorithm regardless of the initial guess values. The usage of new updating method of damping factor in LM 
algorithm had improved the number of epochs and thus the simulation duration against the default method. The 
optimized ANN indicated best result of MSE of 4.99 x 10-6, R of 0.9998 and training epoch of 14. After the 
optimization process, the developed ANN was noted with high accuracy and robustness in modeling the 
biodiesel production process 
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